
HIS ONLY CHILD
By Rabbi David Ashear, Author of Living Emunah (Artscroll)
 
Hashem's love for us is eternal, independent of our 
deeds. He called us bni bechori, firstborn son, while 
we were on the 49th level of tumah in Egypt. He loves 
every Jew, even the most distant, like an only child.
Rabbi Zecharia Wallerstein once spoke at a center 
for teens in drug rehab. There, he was approached 
by a 14-year-old girl named Abby, who had multiple 
piercings all over her face—eyebrows, nose, even her 
tongue. She was fuming. She began to yell at Rabbi 
Wallerstein, insulting him, Hashem, and Judaism.
"I came here to prove there is a G-d," he said, "but 
you already believe in Him. You may be angry at Him, 
but you know He exists. You're way ahead." Abby 
eventually became close with Rabbi Wallerstein. The 
one thing that bothered him was her tongue ring.
"That ring is my identity,” she said. “It makes me 
different. You’ll never get me to take it out, rabbi.  If I 
give it up, I don't exist. It defines who I am."
"Abby, if you give me your tongue ring, I'll put it in my 
tallis bag and look at it every day. I'll think of you for 
the rest of my life." She gave him the ring.
Years later, Rabbi Wallerstein and his wife were in 
Israel when he heard a familiar voice call "Rabbi!" He 
turned around and saw Abby, modestly dressed, hair 
covered, with her husband and three children.
"Abby?!" he said.
"Avigail. Rabbi, I live here. I'm a third-grade morah.”
Abby to Avigail, tongue ring to wedding ring—all she 
was needed was to know that someone was thinking 
of her. If we only knew how much Hashem cared 
about us, we too would change.  

NETILAS YADAYIM: WHY?
By Rabbi Moshe Pogrow, director, Ani Maamin Foundation

Based on excerpts from the commentary of Rabbi Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt"l on Chumash, with 
permission from the publisher.

Tazria and Metzorah deal with the halachos of tumah and tahara. True, 
they are only obligatory when it comes to the mikdash—a non-kohen may 
come in contact with tumah, and it is permitted to be metamei ordinary 
food. Nevertheless, all of klal Yisrael sets aside bikkurim, maaser, terumah 
and challah, and all of them must be kept tahor. Moreover, each person is 
obligated to be metaher in preparation for aliyah l’regel. Three times a year, 
the foundation was laid for national tahara awareness. Everything had to be 
kept safe from tumah for its sake.

Picturing the life of the people—their leisure and work, their national life 
and home life—we see that everything falls under the umbrella of tumah and 
tahara, and we can begin to appreciate the influence these laws had.

Under the laws of tumah and tahara, holiness extended to everything they 
created. All their work was dedicated to becoming close to God. Hammers 

Our neviim tell us that when we cannot bring korbanos, we can 
daven instead, and it is considered as if we had actually brought 
offerings. Each of our three daily tefilos corresponds to a korban 
that we once brought in the Bais Hamikdash. Every morning 
and afternoon, we would bring a korban tamid. Today, Shacharis 
and Mincha are our substitutes for them. Maariv corresponds to 
the kohanim's burning the leftover parts of the day's korbanos. 
For this reason, in many shuls, sections from the Torah about 
korbanos are recited before beginning Pesukei Dezimra. 
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and needles, looms and stoves—all of them 
were directed by the law. The lowliest working 
people, men and women, were uplifted by the 
awareness that their labor was holy, shaped 
by the spirit of the Torah. Under the rule of 
tahara, vulgarity disappeared, self-deprecation 
vanished. Everyone stood tall, knowing they 
were a goy kadosh - a holy nation of holy people.

In the time of Shaul and David, we are told that 
even common soldiers observed the laws of 
tahara in their everyday lives. These spiritual 
giants lived all their lives in compliance with 
tumah and tahara laws prescribed only to the 
Sanctuary: hayu ochlim chuleihen b’tahara, 
they ate their ordinary food in purity. They 
lived their lives, even the mundane, as though 
they were in the presence of the Sanctuary. At 
every moment, it was a living reminder of man’s 
calling.

Though we do not have a mikdash any longer, 
achilas chulin b’tahara has remained a regular 
practice among the Jewish people, and is still 
the mark of an observant Jew—netilas yadayim, 
washing hands before meals. Rising to the 
heights of tahara depends on netilas yadayim, 
for it lends the aspiring metaher wings.

The very term netilas yadayim is indicative of 
an uplifting: natal is the Aramaic equivalent of 
nasa, and the literal meaning of netilas yadayim 
is “lifting the hands.” The vessel used for it 
is even called a natla, which literally means 
“lifting.”

Netilas yadayim l’seudah elevates our meal from 
the realm of bodily gratification and makes it 
a human, holy act. Indeed, the sanctification 
of physical acts is the first prerequisite for the 
sanctification of Jewish life. 

SERVICE OF THE HEART
by Rabbi Dovid Sapirman, dean, Ani Maamin Foundation

We tend to think of tefilah as a mitzvah that we fulfill by reciting prayers, on 
condition, of course, that we do so with kavana. This is an incorrect perception. 
The Gemara calls tefilah "the service of the heart." The essence of davening is 
what takes place in our hearts, not what we say with our lips. We do, however, 
say the tefilos with our mouths.

The Gemara derives the obligation to daven from a verse we recite daily in the 
Shema: "If you listen to the commandments….to serve Him in all your heart," 
commenting, "What service is done in the heart? This must be tefilah!" Indeed, 
Rambam takes this passage literally, and says that there is a Torah command to 
daven at least once every day. Other Rishonim disagree, based on proofs from 
other passages that seem to indicate that prayer is a rabbinic obligation. They 
call the statement in the Gemora an asmachta, a meaning read into a verse in 
order to strengthen a rabbinic imperative, but not its actual meaning.

A problem needs to be resolved. If, as Rambam states, the verse is actually 
commanding us to daven, then tefilah is just one of 613 mitzvos. Why would the 
Torah single out this particular one in a pasuk that speaks of overall kabbalas ol 
mitzvos? Likewise, if the actual meaning of the verse does not refer specifically 
to tefilah, as the Rishonim state, what then does the phrase "to serve Him in 
your hearts" mean?

The answer is a fundamental principle of Judaism. As stated here numerous 
times, the purpose of our performing mitzvos is to bring us closer to the Creator. 
It is this very “serving Him in our heart” that is the ultimate goal of everything 
we do. Therefore, the Torah singles out tefilah (according to Rambam) because 
it is the mitzvah most likely to bring us to the service of the heart. Alternatively 
(according to the others), the Torah tells us that our end goal is the service of the 
heart, and the rabbanim read into that verse the most practical way to achieve 
that goal: tefilah.

Davening should be an outpouring of emotions, rather than words we merely 
say with our lips. In the coming weeks, b’ezras Hashem, we will discuss the 
pivotal role that tefilah plays in our lives.  

PIT PROTECTION

Who cultivates plants in the wild?

Every seed has a system by which it gets planted. Some are carried by the wind, while others have 
burrs that attach them to animals. But every seed that has fallen to the ground will always send its 
roots downward into soil and its stem up into the sun, regardless of the position it landed in.

The peach seed is encased in a pit that is harder than any other wood in the tree, and sealed with 
natural glue that does not dissolve even in very hot water. But when the pit falls to the ground, 
microbes in the soil eat through the glue, and the seed inside germinates. Plan and purpose!  
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